Lilybird's
Freedom
An Autism Service Dog for Lily

Day 1: Lily & Timber
It all started with
Sequoia.
I can remember when Lily
wouldn't get very close to our family
dog, German Shepard Sequoia. I
understood why. Lily was always
careful & avoiding of toys or
situations where she was unable to
detect a predictive movement.
Sequoias movements were anything
but predictable. He reminded me
much of Lily in many ways but the
two clashed & so Lily kept her
distance as she did with certain toys
or situations that made her
uncomfortable. Time progressed.
Lily grew more tolerant. She was
conditioned to expect the

Day 1 her
stimming at
public places has
stopped. After
watching video of a
walk at the mall I
noticed Lily wasn't
stimming at all with
her dog. Her walking
served a purpose and
had direction. She
didn't stray off target
& it was easy to
move freely without
holding her hand.
She had freedom.

unexpected & somehow became less
bothered by it. Sequoia served the
perfect purpose at that time in life as
she was unfolding into her own skin.
Becoming Friends. All of a
sudden Lily reached out her hand
one day to Sequoia. He stood still
long enough for her to pet him. After
realizing that was all it was she could
do it again. And then it became
automatic. Before too long Lily
began visiting Sequoia in the
mornings & requesting his presence
as she developed words. And then,
right before we were to receive our
service dog for Lily, only months
before, Lily began to speak to
Sequoia. Without fear she came up

to him and hugged him. And chased
him down when he'd run away. She
bravely held & threw a ball to him.
And asked him to watch her each
time she did something "novel". He
tried to keep up, but his age keeps
him under the nearest shade tree.
And that's a smart dog by me.
Receiving Freedom
And then something wonderful
happened. We received Timber
yesterday, July 3rd, from Retrieving
Freedom, Inc. and she has been a
miracle to our lives in just the few
hours she has spent with us in our
home.

Timber comes home
On Saturday, July 3, 2015 Timber
rides home with Lily & family to her
new home. It was a transition to
welcome an animal into our home
after living several years of our lives (as
long as the children have been here)
without a dog inside. Sequoia moved
out one summer that he started
shedding. It was a difficult decision
but one that was necessary at that
time. But strangely, this time it's
different. The hair that falls off the
dog holds little weight to the joy she
has brought to our family. And I
figure I vacuum anyway the only
difference is now there's something to
vacuum up other than play dough.
Our first outing with Timber
at home We chose to take Timber to
the mall with Lily on her first day out.
It rained. A small hurricane. But that
didn't stop us. We hurled ourselves
into the car & away we went. Lily
walked the mall like a pro when we
arrived there. It was so natural it was
though she had done it all her life.

Lily had no trouble holding Timber's
handle that she is guided by. She
only dropped it once or twice when
looking at an interesting store window.
Lily had no trouble moving between
people or around objects with her new
friend. She greeted every single
person that walked by her in a
way that was absolutely age
appropriate & without a feeling
of an intrusion of the others
space. She was comfortable in
her own skin. She was
confident and had direction.
She was just a kid walking
through the mall.
Trainer comes back in a
week or two to continue
training
In a week or so Timber's
trainer will come to our home
& train in Lily's natural
environment. This will give us
the opportunity to bring up
questions we have related to
using Timber to the best advantage we
can for Lily. We are excited we will
have the chance to have him here with
us for the time he will be staying.

Things are getting better every day
Subtle changes that I never expected are happening. Lily is calmer. I have always felt that part of the reason Lily
moves so much is because she has something to say that she can't always get out. So she moves instead. It is a visual
expression of motion. A dance of words where sounds hold little volume. It is poetry in motion and it makes time stand
still when she wants it to. So stimming is not necessarily a reflection of behavior but rather that behavior is
communication & this is how Apraxia might look without words. Energy. But this is what we are all made up of isn't it?
And it is constantly evolving not unlike Lily. Since her friend has arrived her energy has been in tune to direction and
purpose. She is playing more. Talking more. Spending less time on electronics & more time asking whether the dog
(Timber) likes an activity she is doing. Her sister is included and notices her gains. She beams each time Lily makes the
dolls 'talk' to one another, as she is animated with her voice changes to each character. It is a reflection of love, life &
laughter that fills the room each time they play & Timber has made a beautiful third party to the duo.
Getting adjusted One of the major areas that we are addressing is how to establish a connection to routine with a
Timber in our every day life. She is guiding Lily with a sense of direction in everyday public places that used to be a maze
of too much visual information. She is grounding Lily in a way that she sits still long enough to play and slow down to find
words to express her desire to play. We want to maximize ways that we can use Timber as a means to an end to make
challenging situations to Lily less challenging.
We hope for Timber can help Lily with her ADHD tendencies Because Lily is now learning a structured
speech therapy routine, it is much more important that she maintain focus & sit still to learn. We hope Timber can give
Lily the input she needs so she has to move less to think.
We hope to help Lily master everyday routines With the help of her friend, we are hoping Lily can follow the
lead or be the leader by showing Timber how she can put on her own clothes, eat her meal sitting down at the table, brush
her hair etc. Lily needs to follow through with a schedule. Timber might be the gateway to following it.
Overall we are thankful to have found Retrieving Freedom and be graced with Timbers presence in our family. We are
even more grateful to each & every one of you that made this possible. We are forever grateful.
Roads to get there There are many roads. There are many roads that you can take to get to the places you want to
go. Each road is different. But some roads no matter how different share the sameness of getting to the same place. Each
road carries different people on it. Some of these people never get to where they are going. Many do. I am uncertain of
where our road will lead us. But I am certain we will get there. And to each and every one of you that I've met on this
road I am thankful to know you. Some people never meet along the same roads they together travel. But when they do
their lives are touched forever holding hands on the same path that leads them to freedom or friendship.
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